Having served as a Product Owner, ScrumMaster and team member, Angela Druckman
has seen first-hand how agile practices and Scrum in particular can lead organizations to
project success. As one of CollabNet’s Certified Scrum Trainers and a member of its
ScrumCORE™ team, she helps organizations harness the Scrum framework’s potential,
conducting dozens of public training courses each year as well as providing on-site,

"Excellent class,
great format!
Angela did an
outstanding job
teaching the
foundations of
Scrum."

private coaching. Working closely with customers in such diverse fields as

- Danny Wallace,
Director/Partner

Prior to joining CollabNet, Angela served as a senior project manager at Vertex Business

"I am a contractor so
not only does a
course like this cost
me the tuition but
also the hours lost.
This course was
worth far more than
I paid – excellent
content &
organization. But
most of all,
fantastic
instruction!"

development staff on the implementation of agile software development practices, but

- Randy Beard, Project
Manager

"Eloquent and fluid,
wonderfully
knowledgable, full
of relevant & funny
examples, perfectly
patient. Awesome!"
- Alex Gemmell,
Freelance Web Developer
on CST Angela Druckman

semiconductors, financial services, media and consulting services with projects that have
ranged from small contract jobs to multi-year, multi-million dollar initiatives, she has
repeatedly helped teams surface and resolve organizational dysfunction through Scrum.

Services in Seattle. While at Vertex, she not only coached client project managers and
also justified the framework’s business value to internal senior management. This
resulted in the development of a two-day course, “Introducing Agile Practices through
Scrum,” which was employed for both client training and internal orientation.
Druckman’s previous experience also includes working as a program manager with BLine, LLC, where she developed custom solutions for the nation’s largest purchaser of
bankruptcy receivables. These projects included complex pricing and risk analysis
software, profit/loss trend analysis, and automation of the daily banking process.
A graduate of the University of Washington, Druckman studied computing and software
systems. Currently, she lives in Seattle with her husband, Ralph, and their four children.
When not training or coaching scrum she can usually be found watching or playing
rugby. For more on Angela’s thoughts about Scrum, visit her blog at:
http://blogs.danube.com/author/angela-druckman

